
THE CRITICAL GROUP OF A THRESHOLD GRAPHHANS CHRISTIANSON AND VICTOR REINERAbstrat. The ritial group of a onneted graph is a �nite abelian group,whose order is the number of spanning trees in the graph. The struture ofthis group is a subtle isomorphism invariant that has reeived muh attentionreently, partly due to its relation to the graph Laplaian and hip-�ring games.However, the group struture has been determined for relatively few lasses ofgraphs.We onjeture a relation between the group struture and the Laplaianspetrum for a large lass of graphs having integer spetra (the deomposablegraphs of Kelmans). Based on omputer evidene, we onjeture the exatgroup struture for the well-studied sublass of threshold graphs, and provethis onjeture for the sublass whih we all generi threshold graphs.1. Introdution and bakgroundLet G = (V;E) be a �nite graph without self-loops, but with multiple edgesallowed. That is, V is a set, and E is a multiset of pairs fv; v0g � V with v 6= v0.The ritial group K(G) [7, x14.13℄ (also alled the Piard group and Jaobian groupin [2, 4℄) is a �nitely generated abelian group whih is a subtle isomorphism invariantof G. The order of K(G) is the number of spanning forests in G, and it has a loseonnetion with the Laplaian matrix of G, Kirho�'s matrix-tree theorem, and ahip-�ring game on G (also known as abelian sandpiles in the physis literature)-see [2, 4, 5, 7℄.There are several equivalent intrinsi de�nitions of K(G), but for our purposesthe most onvenient will be the following. Consider the usual jV j � jV j Laplaianmatrix L(G) de�ned by L(G)v;v0 = (degG(v) if v = v0�mv;v00 elsewhere mv;v0 denotes the multipliity of the edge fv; v0g in E. It is not hard to seethat L(G) has rank jV j �  where G has  onneted omponents { the nullspaeof L(G) is spanned by funtions on V whih are onstant on the onneted ompo-nents. Thinking of the Laplaian as representing an abelian group homomorphismL(G) : ZjV j ! ZjV j, the ritial group K(G) is the unique �nite abelian group suhKey words and phrases. Graph Laplaian, ritial group, Piard group, abelian sandpile, hip-�ring, Smith normal form, matrix-tree theorem, threshold graph.This paper arose from work supported by the Summer 2000 and 2001 University of MinnesotaResearh Experienes for Undergraduates (REU) program, and partly supported by NSF grantDMS{9877047. The authors thank Paul Bendih and Tristram Bogart for proving Theorem 16and onjeturing Theorem 20 based on extensive omputer explorations, and thank Hyung Kimfor the ruial omputer explorations whih led to Conjeture 10. They also thank Dan Drake,and David Treumann for helpful onversations. 1



2 HANS CHRISTIANSON AND VICTOR REINERthat the okernel an be expressedZjV j=imL(G) �= Z � K(G):There are a few results relating the group struture of K(G) to the graphialstruture of G [1, 5, 9, 11℄, or partly determining the group struture for variouslasses of graphs, suh as [5, 6, 11℄. There are very few families of graphs for whihthe group struture has been ompletely determined:� omplete graphs and omplete bipartite graphs [11℄� yles [13℄� wheels [5℄The point of this paper is to look at the struture of K(G) for a lass of graphs Gwhih have integer Laplaian spetra, namely the deomposable graphs introduedby Kelmans. In Setion 2, we de�ne these graphs, and point out that their seond-largest to seond-smallest eigenvalues�2 � �3 � � � � � �jV j�1are non-negative integers whih fator jK(G)j (Proposition 3). We then onjeturethat these integers may be grouped into produts whih determine the orders ofthe yli groups in the produt struture of K(G) (Conjeture 4). We do notonjeture a general rule on how this grouping ours for every deomposable graph.However, we do onjeture suh a rule for the well-studied sublass of threshold (or1-deomposable or degree-maximal) graphs (Conjeture 10), based on a onvenientdesription of their Laplaian spetrum observed by Merris [12℄. In Setion 3 weprove this for what we all generi threshold graphs (Theorem 20).The method of proof is essentially just a veri�ation that ertain integer row andolumn operations an bring L(G) into the desired diagonal form, and hene notso interesting in itself. Rather our motivation ame from the following soures:� Knowing the struture of K(G) for (generi) threshold graphs G may proveuseful in testing onjetures on the relation of K(G) to properties of G forall graphs.� The phrasings of Conjeture 10 and Theorem 20 demonstrate that K(G) issubtle. In partiular, Conjeture 10 shows that the interation of number-theoreti properties of the integer eigenvalues an play an important rolein the struture of K(G).� Threshold graphs are onjetured to be extremal from a viewpoint whihompares their Laplaian spetra to their degree sequenes [8, Conjeture2℄. Perhaps their ritial groups K(G) are also extremal from some anal-ogous viewpoint, and our results/onjetures will lead to bounds on K(G)valid for all graphs?2. Deomposable, threshold graphs- onjetures relating K(G) tothe Laplaian spetrumWe begin by realling a version of the elebrated Kirho� matrix-tree theoremwhih relates the eigenvalues of the Laplaian L(G) to the number �(G) = jK(G)jof spanning trees in G. Our onvention for the eigenvalues of L(G) will be to indexthem in weakly dereasing order:�1 � � � ��n�1 � �n = 0



CRITICAL GROUP OF A THRESHOLD GRAPH 3where n := jV j is the number of verties of G.Note that the number of ourrenes of 0 as an eigenvalue is the number  ofonneted omponents in G, so �n�1 > 0 if and only if G is onneted. In whatfollows, we will often restrit without loss of generality to the ase where G isonneted.Theorem 1. (see e.g. [3, Corollary 6.5℄) For any graph G, the tree number �(G)satis�es �(G) = �1 � � ��n�1n : �There are some natural onstrutions on graphs whih behave well with respetto eigenvalues, and in partiular preserve the property of having integer Laplaianeigenvalues. For example, trivially the disjoint union G = G1 +G2 of two graphshas L(G) = L(G1) � L(G2) and hene its eigenvalues are the (multiset) union ofthe eigenvalues for eah Gi. It is also well-known [7, Lemma 13.1.3℄ that if G hasno multiple edges, then its omplement graph G (having same vertex set V , andedge set equal to the pairs in V whih are not edges of G) satis�es�i(G) = n� �n�i(G) for i = 1; 2; : : : ; n� 1:This motivates the following de�nition of Kelmans (see [10℄).De�nition 2.The lass of deomposable graphs is the smallest lass losed under the operation oftaking disjoint unions and omplements, and whih ontains the graph K1 onsist-ing of a single vertex and no edges1.Clearly the Laplaian spetrum of a deomposable graph will be all integers.Proposition 3. For any onneted deomposable graph on n verties, the largestLaplaian eigenvalue �1 equals n.Consequently, the tree number of a onneted deomposable graph fators as�(G) = �2 � � ��n�1:Proof. Sine graph omplementation is an involutive operation, in building up aonneted deomposable graph G as a sequene of iterates of the two operationsof disjoint union and omplementation, one an assume that the last operation isomplementation, and the seond-to-last is disjoint union. But the disjoint unionwill produe a disonneted graph H , whih has �n�1(H) = 0, and then omple-mentation will then produe G = H having �1(G) = n��n�1(H) = n�0 = n. �The previous proposition, along with the fat that K(G) is a �nite abelian groupsatisfying jK(G)j = �(G), motivates the following onjeture.Conjeture 4. Let G be a onneted deomposable graph with Laplaian eigenval-ues n = �1 � �2 � � � � � �n�1 > �n = 0:Then there exists a partitionf2; 3; : : : ; n� 1g = tri=1Br1Although we will not use it here, it an be shown that deomposable graphs are haraterizedby the property of not ontaining a path P4 with 4 verties as a vertex-indued subgraph [10, p.257℄.



4 HANS CHRISTIANSON AND VICTOR REINERsuh that K(G) �= rMi=1 Z=nrZwhere nr :=Qj2Br �j .Remark 5.One might hope for a similar onjeture in a more general ontext by adding theCartesian produt operation into the de�nition of deomposable graphs. Given twographs G1 = (V1; E1); G2 = (V2; E2), one an hek that their Cartesian produtG1 �G2 := (V1 � V2; (V1 �E2) [ (E1 � V2))has Laplaian L(G1 �G2) ating on RV1�V2 �= RV1 
 RV2 in suh a way thatL(G1 �G2) = L(G1)
 1 + 1
 L(G2):As a onsequene, its multiset of eigenvalues is given by all possible sums �(1)+�(2)where �(i) is an eigenvalue of L(Gi). Therefore the Cartesian produt operationalso preserves the property of having integer Laplaian spetrum.Unfortunately, Proposition 3 fails for the larger lass of graphs whih is losedunder disjoint union, omplementation, and Cartesian produt. For example, theomplement of the Cartesian produt K3 � K2 (where Kn is the omplete graphwithout multiple edges on n verties) has n = 6 verties, but its Laplaian eigen-values are (4; 3; 3; 1; 1; 0).At present we do not know how to write down expliitly the onjetural partitionourring in Conjeture 4 for every deomposable graph. But for the well-studiedsublass of threshold graphs, we (onjeturally) do.De�nition 6.A graph G is threshold if it an be obtained from K1 by iterating the operationsof omplementation and disjoint union with a new opy of K1 in any order2. Suhgraphs are alled 1-deomposable in [10℄, and degree-maximal in [12℄.Equivalently, G is threshold if it an be obtained from K1 by iterating the oper-ations of adding in a new vertex whih is onneted to no other vertex (an isolatedvertex) or adding in a new vertex onneted to every other vertex (a one vertex,or universal vertex). We will all the sequene of operations whih desribes thisproess the building sequene for G. For example, the graph K1 + K1 + K4 hasbuilding sequene (one; one; one; isolated; isolated).Threshold graphs have many di�erent haraterizations, and one of their pleasantfeatures is that they are ompletely determined up to isomorphism by their vertexdegree sequene d = (d1 � � � � � dn), listed in weakly dereasing order. Thismeans that, in priniple, any isomorphism invariant of a threshold graph should beexpressible in terms of d, and in Merris [12℄ gave a very elegant expression for theLaplaian spetrum of this form. Reall the following de�nition from the theory ofinteger partitions.De�nition 7.The Ferrers diagram for any weakly dereasing sequene of non-negative integers2As with deomposable graphs, threshold graphs also have a haraterization by exludingertain vertex indued subgraphs- they exlude the 4-yle C4, the path with 4 verties P4, andthe disjoint union K2 +K2.



CRITICAL GROUP OF A THRESHOLD GRAPH 5(d1 � � � � � dr) is a left-justi�ed array of squares in the plane having di squares inrow i for eah i.Theorem 8. [12℄ For any threshold graph G, the eigenvalues �1 � � � � � �n ofL(G) are the olumn lengths 1 � � � � � n in the Ferrers diagram for the degreesequene of G. �Combining this with Proposition 3 gives the following.Corollary 9. For a onneted threshold graph G, in the notation of the previoustheorem, one has jK(G)j = �(G) = 2 : : : n�1: �Motivated by this orollary and extensive omputer experimentation duringSummer 2000 and 2001 REU projets at the University of Minnesota, we wereled to the following preise form of Conjeture 4 for threshold graphs. Let Gbe a threshold graph, and let 2 � : : : � s � 2 be the olumn lengths of sizeat least 2 in the Ferrers diagram for its degree sequene. Re-order these olumnlengths as 02; : : : ; 0s aording aording to the following rule: List the ourrenesof the largest i �rst, then the ourrenes of the smallest, then the seond largest,then the seond smallest, et. Form the graph H having vertex set f2; 3; : : : ; sgand an edge fi; i+ 1g whenever 0i; 0i+1 are unequal but not relatively prime. Letf2; 3; : : : ; sg = tri=1Bi be the deomposition of the vertex set of H into onnetedomponents.Conjeture 10. If G is a threshold graph, with notation as above, one hasK(G) �= rMi=1 Z=nrZwhere nr :=Qj2Br 0j .Remark 11.Note that it is reasonable for the statement of the onjeture to ignore olumnsof length 1 in the Ferrers diagram{ removing them orresponds to removing theverties of degree one in a threshold graph G, and it is easy to see this does nota�et the struture of the ritial group [13, Proposition 1℄. In other words, we arefree to restrit attention to threshold graphs whih are not only onneted, but also2-(vertex)-onneted.Remark 12.One might ask if Conjeture 10 holds more generally for all deomposable graphs,provided that one replaes the integer i with the integer eigenvalue �i throughoutthe statement. However, this turns out to be inorret, as shown already for thesmallest example of a onneted, deomposable, but non-threshold graph: G =K2 � K2, whih is the omplement of the disjoint union K2 + K2. This G hasLaplaian eigenvalues (4; 2; 2; 0), so that the analogous onjeture would preditK(G) �= Z=2Z�Z=2Z, but it turns out that K(G) �= Z=4Z .Conjeture 10 has been heked via omputer for all threshold graphs having upto 40 edges. In the next setion we will prove it for the large sublass whih we allgeneri threshold graphs.Example 13.Let G be a threshold graph built up from K1 by adding 8 more one and isolated



6 HANS CHRISTIANSON AND VICTOR REINERverties in the building sequene:(isolated; one; isolated; one; isolated; isolated; one; one):Numbering the verties V = f1; : : : ; 9g in weakly dereasing order of degree, thenE = f12; 13; 14; 15; 16; 17; 18; 19;23; 24; 25; 26; 27; 28; 29;34; 35; 36; 37;45; 46gand the degree sequene is d = (8; 8; 6; 5; 4; 4; 3; 2; 2), whose Ferrers diagram (withrow and olumn lengths labelled) is9 9 7 6 4 3 2 28 � � � � � � � �8 � � � � � � � �6 � � � � � �5 � � � � �4 � � � �4 � � � �3 � � �2 � �2 � �The olumn lengths in the Ferrers diagram for the degree sequene are(1; 2; : : : ; n) = (9; 9; 7; 6; 4; 3; 2; 2; 0)whih by Theorem 8 oinide with the eigenvalues of L(G). It happens that in thisase there are no olumns of length 1, so that s = n� 1 = 8, and the re-ordering ofthe relevant olumn lengths (2; : : : ; s) is (02; : : : ; 0s) = (9; 2; 2; 7; 3; 6; 4). ThereforeConjeture 10 preditsK(G) �= Z=9Z � Z=2Z � Z=2Z � Z=7Z � Z=(3 � 6 � 4)Z:This turns out to be orret, as an be veri�ed for example by a Smith normal formalulation on L(G) in a omputer algebra pakage.3. Generi threshold graphsIn this setion, we de�ne the lass of generi threshold graphs, and prove thatthey satisfy Conjeture 10. As in Remark 11, we may assume whenever onvenientthat G is 2-onneted, so that it has neither isolated verties nor verties of degreeone. We will also impliitly use repeatedly the fat that the okernel of an integermatrix is not a�eted (up to isomorphism) by row and olumn operations that areinvertible over the integers.De�nition 14.Consider the equivalene relation on the verties V of a threshold graph given byhaving the same degree, and all the equivalene lasses bloks. It is easy to seethat in a threshold graph, two verties are in the same blok if and only if they areequivalent under a graph automorphism.Both as a warm-up, and to introdue some key lemmas for later use, we treatseparately the ases where the threshold graph G has only one blok or two bloks.



CRITICAL GROUP OF A THRESHOLD GRAPH 73.1. The ase of one blok. Assuming that G is 2-onneted, if G has only oneblok then it is a omplete graph Kn for some n � 2. One an then apply thefollowing lemma with d = n� 1, to onlude the well-known fat thatK(Kn) �= (Z=nZ)n�2:Lemma 15. The n� n matrix A = (aij) de�ned byaij = (d if i = j�1 elseis equivalent by row and olumn operations over the integers to a diagonal matrixwith entries 1; d+ 1; : : : ; d+ 1| {z }n�2 times ; (d� n+ 1)(d+ 1):Proof. Straightforward; we omit the details. �3.2. The ase of two bloks. Again assuming that G is 2-onneted, if G hastwo bloks then it is the join of a omplete graph Kk with i isolated verties, forsome k; i � 2. In other words, k of the verties are one verties onneted to allothers, and i of the verties are onneted only to these k one verties. Note thatthe total number of verties is n = k+i. One an then apply Lemma 18 below, with� = n� 1; � = k and A0 the empty matrix to immediately dedue the following.Theorem 16. For a 2-onneted threshold graph G having two bloks, with notationas above, K(G) �= (Z=nZ)k�2� (Z=kZ)i�2�Z=knZ: �Remark 17.Using the fat that(1) Z=mnZ�= Z=mZ�Z=nZ when gd(m;n) = 1;one an hek that Theorem 16 agrees with Conjeture 10 in the ase of two bloks.The key lemma in both the two blok ase and in the generi ase is the followingalulation.Lemma 18. Assume that the integer matrix A shown in Figure 1 has all row andolumn sums equal to �. Then A is equivalent by row and olumn operations overthe integers to the matrix shown in Figure 2, withÆ = �(� + 1) = �(� + 1):Proof. Spei�ally, P1AP2 has the form in Figure 2, where P1; P2 are the integermatries shown in Figures 3, 4 respetively. We omit the tedious but straightforwardveri�ation that det(Pi) = �1 for i = 1; 2, and that P1AP2 has the asserted form.�



8 HANS CHRISTIANSON AND VICTOR REINER

Figure 1. The matrix A.

Figure 2. A matrix whih is equivalent to A by integer row andolumn operations.
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Figure 3. The matrix P1.

Figure 4. The matrix P2. Here � = �2� � and �� = 1 + �.



10 HANS CHRISTIANSON AND VICTOR REINER3.3. The generi ase. For the remainder, G is a threshold graph with 2 � : : : �s � 2 the olumn lengths of size at least 2 in the Ferrers diagram for its degreesequene, and (02; : : : ; 0s) is the re-ordering as Setion 2. As in the previous setion,we are free to assume that G is 2-onneted whenever onvenient.De�nition 19.Say that G is a generi threshold graph if for eah i in the range 3; 4; : : : ; s�1 thereare at least two ourrenes of 0i among the olumn lengths i (or equivalently,among (2; : : : ; s), or among (02; : : : ; 0s)).For 2-onneted threshold graphs, this de�nition has a onvenient rephrasing interms of the building sequene: G is generi threshold if and only if one enountersneither of the following subsequenes in its building sequene:..., one, isolated, one, ......, isolated, one, isolated, ...When G is generi threshold, we will prove an equivalent phrasing of Conje-ture 10 (the equivalene again uses the fat (1)). Form the graph H 0 on vertex setf2; 3; : : : ; sg having an edge fi; i + 1g whenever 0i; 0i+1 are unequal (but possiblyrelatively prime). Let f2; 3; : : : ; sg = tri=1Bi be the deomposition of the vertexset of H 0 into onneted omponents. Note that the generiity assumption impliesthat this new graph H 0 will have no onneted omponents with more than oneedge.Theorem 20. Let G be a generi threshold graph, with notation as above. ThenK(G) �= rMi=1 Z=nrZwhere nr :=Qj2Br 0j .Proof. Order the verties of G by degree, and index the rows and olumns of L(G)in this order. Assume that the number of bloks of verties in G is either 2m or2m+1, depending on its parity. One an then perform m stages of row and olumnoperations by applying Lemma 18 eah time. At the ith stage, one applies thelemma with �; �; � equal to the ith largest, ith smallest, (i � 1)st smallest valuesourring among the set of vertex degrees of G, respetively (and by onvention, atthe �rst stage one takes � = 0).After performing these equivalenes, if G has 2m bloks then one need performno more row and olumn operations, i.e. the resulting matrix is in diagonal form.If there are 2m + 1 bloks, one must apply Lemma 15 one with n; d hosen asfollows. Consider the blok of verties whih are all onneted to eah other (i.e.they indue a subgraph whih is omplete) and whih have minimum degree amongall suh bloks. Then apply Lemma 15, hoosing n to be the ardinality of thisblok, and d the ommon vertex degree of all verties in this blok.In either ase (2m or 2m + 1 bloks) one an hek that the resulting diagonalmatrix has entries as predited by the theorem; we omit this bookkeeping, butillustrate the proof with an example below. �Example 21.We illustrate the proof of Theorem 20 for the (unique) threshold graph on 15 vertieshaving degree sequene d = (14; 14; 14; 11; 11; 11; 8; 8; 8; 6; 6; 6; 3; 3; 3):



CRITICAL GROUP OF A THRESHOLD GRAPH 11Note that there are 5 vertex bloks, eah of size 3. Sine the vertex bloks areall of size at least 2, it is a generi threshold graph. Sine the number of bloks is5 = 2m + 1 for m = 2, we will be applying Lemma 18 twie, and then Lemma 15one.Indexing the rows and olumns in weakly dereasing order of vertex degree, theLaplaian L(G) is26666666666666666666666664

14 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1�1 14 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1�1 �1 14 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1�1 �1 �1 11 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1 0 0 0�1 �1 �1 �1 11 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1 0 0 0�1 �1 �1 �1 �1 11 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1 0 0 0�1 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1 8 �1 �1 0 0 0 0 0 0�1 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1 8 �1 0 0 0 0 0 0�1 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1 8 0 0 0 0 0 0�1 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0�1 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0�1 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0�1 �1 �1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0�1 �1 �1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0�1 �1 �1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3

37777777777777777777777775
:

After applying Lemma 18 one with �; �; � equal to 14; 3; 0, one obtains the blokdiagonal matrix 26666666641 1 15 A0 3 0 3 � 15
3777777775where

A0 = 26666666666664
11 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1�1 11 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1�1 �1 11 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1�1 �1 �1 8 �1 �1 0 0 0�1 �1 �1 �1 8 �1 0 0 0�1 �1 �1 �1 �1 8 0 0 0�1 �1 �1 0 0 0 6 0 0�1 �1 �1 0 0 0 0 6 0�1 �1 �1 0 0 0 0 0 6

37777777777775 :



12 HANS CHRISTIANSON AND VICTOR REINERAfter applying Lemma 18 to A0 with �; �; � equal to 11; 6; 3, one obtains the blokdiagonal matrix26666666641 1 12 A00 6 3 � 12 6 � 12
3777777775 where A00 = 24 8 �1 �1�1 8 �1�1 �1 8 35 :Lastly, applying Lemma 15 to A00 with n = 3; d = 8, one obtains the diagonalmatrix 241 0 00 9 00 0 6 � 935 :This implies that K(G) �= Z=15Z � Z=3Z � Z=3 � 15Z� Z=12Z � Z=6Z � Z=3 � 12Z� Z=6 � 12Z � Z=9Z � Z=6 � 9Z:We hek that this agrees with the predition of Conjeture 10 or Theorem 20 (ithappens that in this example, the graphsH;H 0 will oinide). The non-zero olumnlengths in the Ferrers diagram for the degree sequene of G are(15; 15; 15; 12; 12; 12; 9; 9; 6; 6; 6; 3; 3; 3):This implies that the re-ordered olumn lengths are(02; 03; : : : ; 14) = (15; 15; 3|{z}; 3; 3; 12|{z}; 12; 12; 6|{z}; 6; 6; 9|{z}; 9);in whih the olumn lengths whih will be onneted by an edge in the graph H 0are shown braketed together. Note that the unbraketed olumn lengths alongwith the produts of two braketed olumn lengths aount for the Z=nZ fators inour expression for K(G), as predited by the theorem.Referenes[1℄ K.A. Berman, Biyles and spanning trees. SIAM J. Algebrai Disrete Methods 7 (1986),1{12.[2℄ R. Baher, P. de la Harpe, T. Nagnibeda, The lattie of integral ows and the lattie of integraluts on a �nite graph. Bull. So. Math. Frane 125 (1997), 167{198.[3℄ N.L. Biggs, Algebrai graph theory, seond edition. Cambridge Mathematial Library. Cam-bridge University Press, Cambridge, 1993.[4℄ N.L. Biggs, Algebrai potential theory on graphs. Bull. London Math. So. 29 (1997), 641{682.[5℄ N.L. Biggs, Chip-�ring and the ritial group of a graph. J. Algebrai Combin. 9 (1999), 25{45.[6℄ D. Dhar, P. Ruelle, S. Sen, D.-N. Verma, Algebrai aspets of abelian sandpile models. J.Phys. A 28 (1995), 805{831.[7℄ C. Godsil, G. Royle, Algebrai graph theory. Graduate Texts in Mathematis 207. Springer-Verlag, New York, 2001.[8℄ R. Grone, R. Merris, The Laplaian spetrum of a graph. II. SIAM J. Disrete Math. 7 (1994),221{229.[9℄ R. Grone, R. Merris, W. Watkins, Laplaian unimodular equivalene of graphs. Combinatorialand graph-theoretial problems in linear algebra (Minneapolis, MN, 1991), 175{180, IMA Vol.Math. Appl. 50, Springer, New York, 1993.
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